The acoustic center of a reciprocal transducer is defined as the point from which spherical waves seem to be diverging when the transducer is acting as a source. This paper examines various ways of determining the acoustic center of a source, including methods based on deviations from the inverse distance law and methods based on the phase response. The considerations are illustrated by experimental results for condenser microphones.
I. INTRODUCTION
Any finite source of sound generates a sound pressure that, in any direction, sufficiently far away under free-field conditions varies in inverse proportion to the distance from the source. 1 Very far away the exact position from which this inverse distance law applies is obviously not very important, but closer to the source the position of this ''acoustic center'' may be of some concern.
The concept of acoustic center is frequently referred to in the literature. It is defined in Refs. 2 and 3 as the position of the point from which spherical wavefronts appear to diverge, and in Refs. 4 and 5 as the position from which the sound pressure varies inversely as the distance. Knowledge of the acoustic center is of concern whenever a well-defined distance to a source is needed, for example, in testing anechoic rooms by measuring deviations from the inverse distance law. 6, 7 It can also be important to know the acoustic center of a transducer that is used primarily as a receiver. Most measurement microphones are used under free-field conditions, and free-field reciprocity calibration is the most accurate method of determining the free-field sensitivity of microphones. This method involves measuring the transfer function between pairs of microphones. 3, 8, 9 The ''acoustic distance'' between the transmitter and receiver microphone must be known, and since the two transducers cannot be far from each other because of the extremely poor signal-tonoise ratio of the measurement, their acoustic centers must be known with great accuracy. The acoustic center of a reciprocal transducer does not depend on whether it is used as receiver or transmitter. [10] [11] [12] In general the acoustic center of a source varies with the frequency, with the direction of the observer, and with the distance from the source, 2 as demonstrated theoretically in Refs. 13 and 14. However, Rasmussen showed that the dependence of the distance can be ignored in reciprocity calibration of microphones. 14 Most results presented in the literature have been determined from deviations between the amplitude ͑or rms value͒ of the sound pressure and the inverse distance law. Cox measured the acoustic centers of various transducers using a dismantled lathe bed for positioning the scanning microphone and a 10-turn potentiometer for compensating for the 1/r dependence. 13 Rasmussen measured the acoustic centers of microphones of type LS1 ͑laboratory standard ''1 in.''͒ with and without protection grid. 14 The results, which were found to agree reasonably well with approximate theoretical considerations, are the basis of the values given in the IEC standard from 1974 15 and the slightly modified values given in the newer one. 3 Rasmussen's data were deduced from the decay of the sound pressure generated by a microphone with the distance, measured with a probe microphone and recorded with a level recorder. In a paper primarily concerned with measuring the air attenuation Hruska and Koidan described a procedure based on fitting a second-order polynomial in the distance between two transducers to an expression based on the distance and the magnitude of the transfer function between them. 16 More recently Rasmussen and Sandermann Olsen summarized the results of a comparison of acoustic center values among several European laboratories. 17 Juhl has determined the acoustic centers of microphones of types LS1 and LS2 ͑laboratory standard ''0.5 in.''͒ by calculating the sound pressure amplitude at positions on the microphone axes using the boundary value method and assuming a parabolic movement of the diaphragms. 18 And finally Wagner and Nedzelnitsky have determined the acoustic center of microphones of type LS2 using measured values of the magnitude of the transfer function between two microphones. 19 A few examples of methods of determining the acoustic center from phase measurements have been found in the literature. Ando determined the acoustic center of a ''pipe horn'' loudspeaker from measurements of the phase shift between two positions. 20 Rasmussen also attempted to determine spherical wavefronts and thus acoustic centers from phase measurements.
14 However, this method was found to fail completely because of imperfections of the anechoic a͒ room-although the anechoic room used in these measurements is a very good one. 4 Trott proposed a definition of the acoustic center based on phase considerations and presented some theoretical and numerical results, 21 and Vorländer and Bietz described a method of determining the acoustic center from the group delay of the complex sensitivity of a microphone and presented some experimental results. 22 The purpose of this paper is to examine and discuss the concept of acoustic center and to present some experimental results for condenser microphones.
II. THE CONCEPT OF ACOUSTIC CENTER
Both definitions of the acoustic center, ''the position from which outgoing wavefronts appear to diverge in the far field'' 2,3 and ''the position from which the sound pressure varies inversely as distance,'' 4,5 seem to imply the existence of an equivalent point source. The idea of replacing a real, extended source by an equivalent point source seems to be straightforward, and this apparent simplicity perhaps explains why most authors have taken the concept for granted. In fact the only fundamental considerations found in the literature are the Cox and Rasmussen theoretical analyses 13, 14 and Trott's ''redefinition. '' 21 For simplicity, the following discussion is restricted to axisymmetric sources observed from positions on the axis. In this case the acoustic center must be somewhere on the axis. Let r indicate the physical distance from the observation point to a point on the real source, and let x indicate the position of the acoustic center. Several approaches are now possible.
͑i͒ If an analytical expression of the sound field generated by the source is available then one can adjust the parameter x in the expression of the amplitude of the sound pressure generated by the equivalent source,
to the amplitude of the pressure generated by the source under investigation p(r) until the two expressions agree. ͑Here k is the wave number, c is the characteristic impedance of air, and Q eq is the volume velocity of the equivalent source, determined from far field considerations in the direction of concern.͒ The result is in general a function of k and r, x͑k,r ͒ϭrϪ ckQ eq 4͉p͑r ͉͒ . ͑2͒
Cox and Rasmussen used this method in the theoretical part of their studies. 13, 14 ͑ii͒ One can plot the reciprocal sound pressure amplitude as a function of r, fit a straight line over the region of concern, and determine its intersection with the r axis, as specified in Ref. 23 . This corresponds to the following expression for the position of the acoustic center,
where the rate of change in practice ͑where no analytical expression is available͒ must be estimated over a suitable interval. This method was used by Cox and Rasmussen in their experimental work, 13, 14 and by Juhl in his numerical study. 18 Similar methods based on measured transfer functions between pairs of microphones have been used in the work reported in Refs. 17, 19, and 24. ͑iii͒ One can estimate the position of the acoustic center from the phase response corrected for the phase shift associated with the distance to the observation point. 21 This corresponds to equating the phase of the sound pressure generated by the equivalent point source with the phase of the sound pressure generated by the source under investigation. Evidently, a phase reference, for example, the velocity at some position on the source U, is needed. 
A. Some simple examples
A few examples will be presented to demonstrate how the methods work. The first source to be studied is a pulsating sphere. The sound pressure a distance r from the center of a pulsating sphere with radius a and vibrational velocity U is
It is apparent that the volume velocity of the equivalent monopole that gives the same sound pressure in the far field is
The two definitions based on amplitude considerations ͓Eqs. ͑2͒ and ͑3͔͒ give x(k,r)ϭ0. In other words, amplitude considerations place the acoustic center of a pulsating sphere in the center of the sphere. By contrast, the two definitions based on phase considerations give respectively. ͓Equation ͑8͒ agrees with Trott's results.
21
͔ As Fig. 1 shows, the two methods based on phase considerations place the acoustic center of a pulsating sphere in the center of the sphere at low frequencies, but as ka increases it moves towards the surface. This makes sense since this is the point where the phase reference is taken. Note that none of the acoustic centers of the pulsating sphere depends on the distance r.
The second example is a baffled circular piston. The sound pressure generated by a vibrating piston with radius a and vibrational velocity U at a position on the axis a distance r from the piston is and since the phase of Eq. ͑10͒ is a linear function of the frequency the group delay method, Eq. ͑5͒, gives the same value in this case. As can be seen from Fig. 2 , the acoustic center given by Eq. ͑13͒ is negative ͑although it can be positive when the normalized frequency ka is very high͒, its numerical value increases with the frequency ͑although very weakly if ka Ͻ1), and it is essentially inversely proportional to r. ͑The last mentioned property disagrees with results presented in Rasmussen's report. 14 
͒ Equation ͑14͒
gives values with the same tendency but approximately twice as large. Equation ͑15͒ agrees fairly well with Eq. ͑13͒ only when kaϽ1. According to all the methods the acoustic center of a baffled circular piston is placed behind the piston. Unfortunately the position of the center depends not only on the frequency but also on the distance, unlike the acoustic center of a pulsating sphere. The third example is that of a point source on a rigid sphere. The sound pressure generated by a monopole with a volume velocity of Q placed on a rigid sphere with radius a is 25 p͑r ͒ϭϪ jcQe
͑16͒
at a position in front of the monopole a distance r from the center of the sphere. In this expression h m (2) (x) is the spherical Hankel function of the second kind and order m. The equivalent monopole can be shown to have a volume velocity of
͑17͒
͑This expression approaches Q asymptotically at low frequencies.͒ Inserting into Eq. ͑2͒ gives
Equation ͑18͒ agrees with equations derived by Cox and Rasmussen. 13, 14 The amplitude method based on Eq. ͑3͒ gives a somewhat more complicated expression,
in which h m (1) (x) is the spherical Hankel function of the first kind and order m, and
for Hankel functions of either kind. 26 Finally the method based on the phase delay gives
. ͑21͒ Figure 3 shows the acoustic center of the point source on the sphere calculated using Eqs. ͑18͒, ͑19͒, and ͑21͒. It is apparent that the acoustic center based on amplitude considerations is placed in front of the physical source at low frequencies and moves towards the source as the frequency is increased. In fact, Eq. ͑18͒ approaches 1.5 times the radius of the sphere as ka goes to zero and kr goes to infinity. 13, 14 By contrast, the phase-based acoustic center is placed behind the entire sphere at low frequencies.
B. Discussion
In practice it may be difficult to determine the volume velocity of the equivalent source, so the first method, which at first glance seems quite reasonable, may be difficult to use in experimental or numerical work. More importantly, it is not completely obvious how the resulting acoustic center should be interpreted, although it is clear that it reflects deviations from the inverse distance law of a point source adjusted to give the same far field. The second method, which does not require any knowledge of the source and gives the point from which the inverse distance law appears to apply seen from a certain distance, would seem to be more useful, and this is clearly the relevant method for free-field reciprocity calibration of microphones and for testing anechoic rooms. The method based on the phase delay may well be useful for other applications. It may, for example, be useful to know the position of the phase-related acoustic centers of loudspeaker units. On the other hand it is not clear from Ref.
22 why the group delay, which is a quantity associated with the speed with which the energy of a wave packet travels in a dispersive medium, 27, 28 should be relevant. The method based on the curvature of wavefronts is unlikely to be reliable in practice because of imperfections of the anechoic room.
One might have hoped that the various methods would lead to the same result, but that seems to be the case only if the source is a point monopole ͑in free space or on a rigid baffle͒. The analysis of a few simple cases has demonstrated that the concept of an acoustic center is more complicated than one might have expected.
It is apparent that the acoustic center of a source of sound can be placed behind the physical vibrating surface or in front of it. That amplitude considerations lead to the acoustic center of a baffled piston being placed behind the piston can be explained by the fact that the sound pressure assumes a finite value in front of the piston unless the piston is infinitely small ͑a point source͒. In the latter case the center coincides with the position of the source. However, if the baffle is ''folded back to form a sphere'' 14 the center moves forward at low frequencies, presumably because of interference between the direct wave and the one that has traveled around the sphere. Another explanation is that the sound pressure in all the outgoing waves ͓the terms of Eq. ͑16͔͒ except that of zero order decays faster than 1/r near the sphere. Such considerations lead Rasmussen to conclude that the acoustic center of a condenser microphone could be expected to be placed at a position about half the radius in front of the diaphragm at low frequencies, and closer to the diaphragm or even behind it at high frequencies.
14

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To supplement the theoretical examples some experiments have been carried out. The electrical transfer functions between three pairs of condenser microphones of type LS1 have been measured at four different distances ͑from 200 to 500 mm͒ in a small anechoic room, using a special timeselective technique for removing the influence of cross-talk, reflections from the walls, and standing waves between the microphones. 24, 29 The acoustic centers were determined from the rate of change of the amplitude of these functions ͑cor-rected for the absorption of air͒, using the procedure based on Eq. ͑3͒. Figure 4 shows the results, which are in good agreement with values given in the IEC standard 3 up to about 18 kHz. For comparison the results of determining the acoustic center from phase measurements are also shown. In this case the physical distance between the two microphone diaphragms has been used in calculating the free-field sensitivities from measured transfer functions. The resulting complex free-field sensitivities have been corrected for the phase of the pressure sensitivities and finally processed as indicated by Eqs. ͑4͒ and ͑5͒. ͑The phase of the pressure sensitivity is related to the internal mechanism of the microphone and has nothing to do with the phase resulting from the geometry and the vibrational pattern of the diaphragm.͒ The spikes in the curve determined from the group delays are due to the differentiation. It is apparent that neither the results deduced from the phase delay nor the corresponding values determined from the group delay are in agreement with the acoustic center determined from amplitude measurements. However, it is clear from the analysis above that no such agreement could be expected.
Using the physical distance between the microphones in determining their free-field sensitivities from measured transfer functions has the effect of making the sensitivities slightly dependent on the distance. When the distance between the amplitude-based acoustic centers is used in the calculations the resulting free-field sensitivities become essentially independent of the distance, and it is obviously these centers that should be used. The amplitude-based acoustic centers do not depend appreciably on the distance 
FIG. 4.
Acoustic centers of microphones of type LS1 determined from the rate of change of the modulus of the transfer function ͑-•-͒, and determined from the free-field phase response using the phase delay ͑-͒ and using the group delay ͑--͒. The free-field phase response has been corrected for the phase of the pressure sensitivity.
unless the microphones are much closer to each other than the minimum distance used in these measurements.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The idea of replacing a real, extended source by an equivalent point source from which outgoing wavefronts appear to diverge is deceptively simple, and various procedures for determining the position of such a source give in general different results. The most useful approach, in reciprocity calibration of transducers as well as in testing the quality of anechoic rooms, would seem to be the one that gives the position from which the inverse distance law applies, as seen from positions in the region of concern.
